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Seclude Bay
A cultural adventure exploring Bardi Jawi country

Retrace an ancient saltwater journey

Sunday Island Explorer
KL5

Cape Leveque

Horizontal
Falls

Cygnet
Bay

$1,250

Boat to Sunday Island

Concession $1,220 | Child $1,150 | Family (2A & 2C) $4,700
AVAILABLE: May - September
DURATION: Full Day Tour (approx. 11 hours) | Flight Time 3 hours
WHAT TO BRING: Swimwear, Towel, Sun smart items

A cultural journey
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An island hopping adventure

Cultural Tour | Borrgoron | Ardyaloon | Middle Passage | Sunday Island
Goodngarngoon | Oolin Beach | Cygnet Bay Pearl Farm | Horizontal Falls
Departing Broome, we ﬂy North East over the Dampier Peninsula to Cygnet Bay Pearl Farm, home of the Australian Pearl.
On arrival, transfer from the airstrip to meet Jawi guide Rosanna Angus for a cultural adventure island hopping by boat exploring tranquil
unspoilt locations whilst learning about the cultural and environmental signiﬁcance of the spectacular marine reserve.
Experience the Journey of the Tide Drifters as you retrace the ocean journey from Bardi Country on the mainland through the network of
islands and tidal passages that make up Jawi Country.
The cultural saltwater adventure includes a brief visit to beautiful Middle Beach, learning about the story behind the establishment of
Ardyaloon and its connection to Sunday Island. Navigating Pearl Passage, experience the turbulent waters of this narrow pass between
Jooloom and Jayirri islands and discover its cultural signiﬁcance.
Arriving at Ewuny (Sunday Island), learn about the Sunday Island Mission, home to many Jawi and Bardi people until its closure in 1962.
Visit Goodngarngoon, place of running water, a place of great cultural importance to the Bardi Jawi people. Followed by a visit to Oolin
Beach, which holds important cultural and dreamtimes stories for Morning Tea, swim and relax on a stunning secluded beach.
The return journey takes you through some of Australia's most untouched wilderness, abundant with wildlife, search for dugongs, manta
rays, sea turtles, hammerhead and tiger sharks as well as countless migratory birds and territorial birds of prey.
On returning to Cygnet Bay Pearl Farm, enjoy lunch at their on-site restraurant followed by a Pearl Farm Discovery Tour learning about the
history of Cygnet Bay and how they culture some of the ﬁnest pearls in the world.
After a return to the airstrip, we depart for a scenic ﬂight overhead One Arm Point, Middle Passage, Sunday Island exploring the very places
visited on your Oolin Sunday Island tour from above marvelling at the stunning colours of the Buccaneer Archipelago.
Overﬂy the Horizontal Falls before tracking back over the 1,000 island archipelago, overhead Cape Leveque and a stunning low level coastal
ﬂight back to Broome exploring the many beautiful bays and beaches of the Dampier Peninsula.
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Due to the scheduled tour times with Oolin Sunday Island Cultural Tours and Cygnet Bay
Pearl Farm, we cannot guarantee the amount or level of water ﬂowing through the
Horizontal Falls at our chosen time of arrival.

